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result, the detection genre is generous toward the introduction of new themes but conservative with respect to
the conventions of structure.3 it should be noted that the question of the soviet pinkertonovshchina’s genre is
far from settled. mamontov's private opera - muse.jhu - mamontov's private opera olga haldey published
by indiana university press haldey, olga. mamontov's private opera: the search for modernism in russian
theater. revolution as an esthetic phenomenon: nietzsche's ... - revolution as an esthetic phenomenon:
nietzsche's spectacles on the nose and autumn in the heart of isaac babel's russian readers (1923-1932). ...
sobranie sochinenii v shesti tomakh, ed. by m. a. dudina et al., vol. 4 (1982), ... pilniak's the naked year or
vsevolod ivanov's dityo can serve as prime examples). this ironic trend in the culture ... blindness and selfunderstanding: on garshin’s chetyre dnia - blindness and self-understanding 131 the most famous
antecedent of the excuse of blindness in wartime storytelling probably appears in homer’s iliad, of which
garshin surely knew.4 when agamemnon addresses achilles and the army, he excuses the losses he may have
caused them with the words: two tales of one city: isaac babel, fellow traveling, and ... - two tales of
one city: isaac babel, fellow traveling, and the end of nep 3 ! 3! – by 1927 trotsky was expelled from the
central committee and his ide-as condemned as counterrevolutionary.5 in february of 1929 he was de-ported
to turkey, and the spring of that same year witnessed the vicious
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